From the MIRISCH-G-E Production "THE PINK PANTHER"

P I N K  P A N T H E R

Composed and Arranged by HENRY MANCINI

1st Bb TENOR SAXOPHONE
Groovy mysterioso
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4th B♭ Trumpet

\[\text{easy}\]

\[\text{long fall}\]

\[\text{Hats, no vibrato}\]

\[\text{D}\]

\[\text{E}\]

\[\text{D.S. al Coda}\]
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String Bass

Groovy mysterioso
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P I N K P A N T H E R

Drums

Composed and Arranged by HENRY MANCINI

Groovy mysterioso

Stick on Ride Cym. (let ring)

Foot Cym.
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Conductor

Groovy mysterioso (Two bars = .04 seconds)

Piano

Drs.

Sx,-no vibrato subtone

Trpts.
(tight cups)
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